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On an
North Dakota farm,
a little EGG lay on a LEAF.
One Sunday morning, the warm sun came up and —POP!— out of the egg came a tiny and very hungry CATERPILLAR.
On Monday, he ate ONE North Dakota Sugar Beet. But, he was still hungry.
On Tuesday, he ate **TWO** North Dakota Potatoes. But, he was still hungry.
On Wednesday, he ate THREE North Dakota DRIED PEAS. But, he was still hungry.
On Thursday he ate FOUR North Dakota EDIBLE BEANS. But, he was still hungry.
On Friday, he ate FIVE North Dakota SUNFLOWERS. But, he was still hungry.
On Saturday he ate...

1 Acre of North Dakota CANOLA

1 Bushel of North Dakota WHEAT
1 Acre of North Dakota FLAX

1 Bushel of North Dakota OATS
AND...

1 Gallon of North Dakota HONEY...

That night, he had a STOMACHACHE!
Now he wasn’t hungry anymore—and he wasn’t a little caterpillar anymore. He was a **BIG, FAT** Caterpillar.
That night, he built a small house, called a **CHRYSALIS**, around himself. He stayed inside for more than **TWO WEEKS**.

Then he nibbled a hole in the chrysalis, pushed his way out, and...
He was a **BEAUTIFUL**

North Dakota

**BUTTERFLY!**